
Elaborate Empire Valance 9234

YARDAGE

This valance is very elegant and curvaceous. The optional horn inserts and overlays are unique and add even
more richness and grace. Add fringe, even ropes and tassels, this valance is truly majestic. The pattern has
cutting lines for the swag to hang  24”, 26”, or 28” deep. For window coverage the short point of the valance is
19”, 21”, or 22”. The jabots are 22” longer than the swag depth and alteration instructions are included to
make them even longer. The jabots can be made separately from the valance. This will make such a big valance
easier to handle. The return pattern is included as an alternate choice to the jabot.

Fabric Suggestions: Soft fabrics and fabrics that lend themselves well to holding pleats. Stiffer fabrics can be
used and will give a crisp look. Extremely thick, bulky fabrics will create some difficulty in pleat stack up on
top of board. The jabots, returns, and horns will need to be self or contrast lined. The swag will need to be lined
in a regular drapery lining.

YARDAGE
To know how many swag sections your window will need: if you are using jabots subtract 16” from the board
face measurement (do not include board “ends”) and divide into equal units. When using returns subtract only
10” from the board. Swag sections need to be within the 18” to 28” width range.

You will need a pair of returns or a pair of jabots.
You will need a horn between each swag.
You will need a horn between a swag and a return.
You will need a jabot horn between a swag and a jabot.

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual pattern sizes so you
can determine how they will fit on your fabric.

UPRIGHT CUT
SWAG                                                         24” Depth                    26” Depth                   28” Depth
18” wide ................ the pattern is ........ 41” wide x 44” ........... 41” wide x 46” ........... 41” wide x 48”
24” wide ................ the pattern is ........ 47” wide x 44” ........... 47” wide x 46” ........... 47” wide x 48”
28” wide ................ the pattern is ........ 51” wide x 44” ........... 51” wide x 46” ........... 51” wide x 48”
Return .................... the pattern is ........ 22” wide x 34” ........... 22” wide x 36” ........... 22” wide x 38”
Jabot ....................... the pattern is ........ 46” wide x 49” ........... 46” wide x 51” ........... 46” wide x 53”
Jabot horn .............. the pattern is ........ 21” wide x 22” ........... 21” wide x 24” ........... 22” wide x 26”
Horn ....................... the pattern is ........ 18” wide x 21” ........... 19” wide x 23” ........... 20” wide x 26”
Horn Inserts .......... the pattern is ........ 6”wide x 22” .............. 6” wide x 24” ............. 6” wide x 26”
Horn Overlays ...... the pattern is ........ 4” wide x 13” ............. 4” wide x 15” ............. 4” wide x 17”

BIAS CUT
SWAG                                                         24” Depth                   26” Depth                   28” Depth:
18” wide ................ the pattern is ........ 44” wide x 44” .......... 45” wide x 45” ............ 47” wide x 47”
24” wide ................ the pattern is ........ 48” wide x 48” .......... 49” wide x 49” ............ 50” wide x 50”
28” wide ................ the pattern is ........ 51” wide x 51” .......... 52” wide x 52” ............ 53” wide x 53”

Same amount of lining will be needed.

Yardage for Trims:
Trims must be able to curve.                  24” Swag Depth        26” Swag Depth        28” Swag Depth
Each 18” wide swag .......................... 22” .................................. 19” ................................. 17”
Each 24” wide swag .......................... 28” .................................. 26” ................................. 23”
Each 28” wide swag .......................... 32” .................................. 29” ................................. 27”
Each return ......................................... 26” .................................. 26” ................................. 26”
Each jabot ............................................ 57” .................................. 59” ................................. 62”
Each jabot horn .................................. 19” .................................. 20” ................................. 22”
Each horn ............................................ 19” .................................. 20” ................................. 21

More detailed information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet.


